HUPP AEROSPACE/DEFENSE and AERO PRECISION sign representation agreement
Livermore, CA - Feb 7, 2011- Aero Precision announced a new Partnership Agreement with Hupp
Aerospace/Defense. The Partnership and Re-Sale Representation Agreement will extend Aero Precision's current
worldwide fleet support through the inclusion of Hupp Aerospace/Defense UH-60 maintenance inspection HUPP
KITs.
"All of the HUPP KITs meet the customer's periodic maintenance requirements and are recognized for their
quality. Providing world-class service to our global customer base is essential" says Ron Root, Hupp
Aerospace/Defense President. "Aero Precision's international military aftermarket support experience will help
us to meet our foreign military customers' service goals with timely spare parts and repair support."
Hupp Aerospace/Defense is currently under contract to provide UH-60 Black Hawk Preventive Maintenance
Inspections (PMI) kits to the U.S. Army at the 360-hour and 720-hour intervals (part number H60PMI-1, NSN
1680-01-546-3560 and part number H60PMI-2, NSN 1680-01-546-3545, respectively). This Sales Representation
and stocking distributorship agreement gives rights to Aero Precision to meet international customers' periodic
maintenance kit requirements.
A stocking distributor, Aero Precision has been selling OEM products since 1993. "By providing Hupp
Aerospace/Defense Black Hawk kits to our international users with reduced lead times at competitive pricing, we
are expecting to significantly increase their readiness rates" explains Ben Garcia, International Programs
Manager for Aero Precision.
About Hupp Aerospace/Defense:
Hupp Aerospace/Defense is located near Ft. Wayne, IN and provides Tailored Kitting Solutions to industry and
government. Their pledge of "Every Part, Every Time" consistently reduces cycle times 25-50%. Since 1978 Hupp
Aerospace/Defense has been providing the U.S. Government, its allies and major prime contractors with
products and third-party logistic services designed to improve readiness, lower maintenance costs, and increase
reliability. For more information on Hupp Aerospace/Defense, visit www.huppaerospace.com.
About Aero Precision:
Aero Precision is a leader in aerospace distribution and services and a premier worldwide stocking distributor of
aircraft OEM parts. With 18 years of reliability, quality products and unparalleled customer service, Aero
Precision facilitates spare part purchasing, repair coordination and aircraft maintenance program management
using a unique logistic support model to source military aircraft solutions for the US Government and over 60
allied military forces. Aero Precision has sole stocking distribution agreements with Honeywell, Hamilton
Sundstrand, Crane Aerospace, Texstars, CEF, Curtiss-Wright , Parker, Woodward and additional strategic OEM
partners for various product lines. For more information on Aero Precision, visit www.aeroprecision.com.
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